Understanding factors of ambulance delay and crash to enhance ambulance efficiency: An integrative literature review
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ABSTRACT Trauma is one of the major causes of deaths worldwide. The referral time of trauma patients to the trauma center is a vital determinant of traumatic injury patients’ survival. Ambulance delays and crashes are the major causes of delay of patient transportation to the hospital. This review was conducted to find the main factors that cause ambulance crashes and ambulance delays; and discuss the correlation of both factors. Hence, the authors might suggest an appropriate solution to minimize ambulance delay and crash incidents. This integrative literature review applied the PRISMA-P protocol to ensure a robust literature search. A total of nine databases and publishers (i.e., PubMed, Scopus, ScienceDirect, ASCE Library, Clinical Key, EBSCO, Cambridge, Taylor & Francis, and ProQuest) were searched using relevant keywords to obtain studies on ambulance delays and ambulance crashes. The literature search retrieved 620 studies to be screened based on the exclusion-inclusion criteria which finally resulted in the 12 studies included in the review. The researchers conducted a risk of bias assessment using Joanna Briggs Institute’s critical appraisal tools. Data from the included studies were then extracted and analyzed using descriptive statistics to identify the factors affecting ambulance delays and crashes. After conducting an integrative literature review, the main factor that causes ambulance delays is traffic congestion. Meanwhile, the main factor causing ambulance crashes is intersection. Traffic congestion often occurs especially at intersections. The authors concluded that, intersections have a significant effect on ambulance delays and also ambulance crashes. To overcome this problem, the authors suggest to make an additional ambulance caution signal lamp on all congested intersections.
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1. Introduction

Trauma contributes a significant number of deaths worldwide. The global data in 2014 reported that, trauma caused more than 5 million deaths worldwide and had a prevalence of 9% of the total world’s deaths, totaling nearly 1.7 times the number of deaths caused by HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria combined. 1 In the United States, trauma was the number one cause of death in people with age range between 1-44 years old in 2017. 2 Approximately 90% of global injury-related deaths occur in low- and middle-income countries, which becomes a challenge for developing countries, possessing a lack of trauma care resources. 3 Statistics for Road Traffic Injuries (RTIs) also show that an estimated 90% of RTIs occur in low and middle-income countries. 4 Even in Indonesia every 3 hours, there are deaths due to traffic accidents. 5 Trauma patients require immediate medical treatment to improve survival and prevent disabilities. 6 Pre-hospital Emergency Medical Services (EMS) is the first level of treatment provided to patients suffering from life-threatening conditions by emergency medical technicians (EMT) and paramedics before being submitted to the hospital in many countries. EMS seek to reduce response time because the longer time for patients to get medical
treatment is correlated with the higher number of deaths occurring out of the hospital. Response time is the time between when an emergency call is made to the ambulance station and the time an ambulance arrives at the scene for assistance.

However, ambulance delay becomes a major obstacle for patients to receive immediate EMS assistance. Ambulance delays may worsen the patient’s injury. More than 20% of patients needing emergency treatment have died on their way to the hospital because of delays due to traffic jams and uncooperative motorists. Moreover, there are many cases of traffic accidents that involve ambulances. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) shows there are an estimated 4,500 ambulance crashes per year with 37% of them resulting in injuries.

Ambulance delays and ambulance crashes are threats that should be taken seriously to improve patients’ survival during trips to the hospital. Factors causing these threats must be clarified to facilitate actions that can be taken to overcome the problem. Therefore, the authors conducted an integrative literature review to better understand the main factors causing ambulance crashes and ambulance delays; and discuss the correlation of both factors. Hence, a solution to minimize ambulance crash and delays might be suggested.

2. Method

2.1 Data Collection Technique

2.1.1 Search Strategy

The integrative literature review was conducted on nine databases, e.g., PubMed, Scopus, ScienceDirect, ASCE Library, Clinical Key, EBSCO, Cambridge, Taylor & Francis, and ProQuest. A set of keywords were used to find articles that discuss factors that cause ambulance delays, for instance: (factor OR cause) AND (“ambulance response time” OR “ambulance delay” OR “emergency response time” OR “pre-hospital response time”). The keywords used to find articles that discuss factors causing ambulance crashes were: (factor OR cause OR characteristic) AND (“ambulance crashes” OR “ambulance accidents” OR "emergency medical vehicle collisions”).

2.1.2 Study Selection

The included studies fulfilled several inclusion criteria. They should discuss the factors that cause ambulance delay and ambulance crashes; written in English; using cross-sectional methods, cohort studies, and qualitative studies; and published no later than 20 years ago. The authors applied a considerable time limit due to the limited articles on this topic. The study would be excluded if the full text of the study was inaccessible; discussed about air ambulance or water ambulance, only focused on single factor and focused on discussing prehospital treatment in patients.

2.1.3 Risk of Bias Assessment

This review assigned two reviewers to evaluate all included studies independently. This method was considered as reviewer triangulation, to avoid reviewer bias. Both reviewers also evaluated the journals using a critical appraisal checklist from the Joanna Briggs Institute’s Critical Assessment Tools, a source of validated quality appraisal tools. Finally, articles that obtained high validity score were processed for data extraction and synthesis.

2.2 Data Analysis

Data from included studies were then extracted. To obtain data such the place where the research was conducted, the date of the study was collected with the method, the number of research subjects involved, and the results of the research. Subsequently, the obtained data were analyzed using descriptive statistical methods. To summarize the results of each journal, the authors extracted the three most important factors about ambulance delays and ambulance crashes based on the obtained study. Then, the authors combined the three most preferred factors from each article and they were interpreted in graphical form. Ultimately, the authors decided on the most important factors of ambulance delays and ambulance crashes from the included articles.

2.3 Literature Search Timeframe

The literature search was conducted from February to March 2020.
3. Result

3.1 Risk of bias assessment

Systematic assessments of biases in the included studies were done using Joanna Briggs Institute's critical assessment tools to ensure their validity. A total of twelve studies consisting of three types of research methods, namely cohort, qualitative, and cross-sectional with 7, 3, and 2 studies, respectively. The assessment of each study was done using appropriate appraisal tools for each research method. The results of the study assessment show that all studies included were considered as high quality. Tables 1, 2 and 3 show appraisal results on studies using Joanna Briggs Institute's Critical Assessment Tools.

3.2 Study Search Results

The literature search and selection process are illustrated in Figure 1. We retrieved 620 articles from 9 databases and other sources (manual search and bibliography from another study). Full-text of 12 articles were assessed for eligibility after the exclusion of duplicated 25 studies. A total of 576 studies were excluded due to several reasons, for instance, studies published before 2000 (n=208), inappropriate study design (n=116), did not correlate to the topic (n=247), or were not fully accessible (n=3). Ultimately, 12 studies were included to be extracted and synthesized in this integrated review.

3.3 Factor of Ambulance Delay

3.3.1 Study Characteristics

Seven studies which were obtained were then accessed in full text. Out of the 7 studies that have been accessed, 4 studies were conducted in developed countries, and 3 studies were conducted in developing countries. All studies discussed the factors that cause ambulance delay, with 2 studies using qualitative methods to determine the factors that cause ambulance delay, 2 studies using cohort studies to look for factors that cause ambulance delay, and 3 studies using cross sectional research for causal factors related to ambulance delay. There were 123 respondents for the qualitative study, 49,798 patients in the cohort studies, and 149 patients in the cross-sectional study.

3.3.2 Outcomes

In the study conducted by Patel and his friends, traffic conditions are the main cause of ambulance delays, followed by bad location and lack of personnel. In a study conducted by Noorani, what influenced ambulance delay are traffic conditions, transportation availability, and distance of travel. In another study, Dimitriou, Efthymiou and Antoniou also stated that traffic jams and congestion in urban areas and the lack of cooperation of people with EMS ambulances are factors that affect ambulance delays. The study conducted by Lam and his friends stated that traffic conditions had the most significant influence on ambulance response time followed by weather and scene. The study conducted by Griffin and McGwin also supports that traffic conditions are the main cause of ambulance delay. In another study conducted by Xue and Weng, the most influencing factor for ambulance delay was holidays followed by bad weather and poor light conditions. The study conducted by Saleh et al. also provided different factors causing ambulance delay, namely knowledge of local ambulance phone number, referral process, and method of transferring the injured patient and type or diagnosis of injuries.

This review found that the major cause of ambulance delay is traffic (5 studies, 71.4%) as depicted in Figure 2.

3.4 Factor of Ambulance Crash

3.4.1 Study Characteristic

Five studies were assessed after full-text screening. All included studies were conducted in developed countries and discussed factors that caused ambulance crashes. All included studies applied cohort-study to identify factors that cause ambulance crashes ranging from within 2-10 years. A total sum of 5,031 ambulance crash cases were evaluated from five included articles.

3.4.2 Outcome

From the 5 studies that were reviewed, generally there were 6 factors that mostly influence on
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Table 1. Critical appraisal for cohort study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanddal et al., 2010</th>
<th>Kahn et al., 2001</th>
<th>Ray et al., 2005</th>
<th>Ray et al., 2007</th>
<th>Custalow et al., 2004</th>
<th>David C et al., 2012</th>
<th>Lam et al., 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Were the two groups similar and recruited from the same population?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the exposures measured similarly to assign people to both exposed and unexposed groups?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was the exposure measured in a valid and reliable way?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were confounding factors identified?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were strategies to deal with confounding factors stated?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the groups/participants free of the outcome at the start of the study (or at the moment of exposure)?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the outcomes measured in a valid and reliable way?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was the follow up time reported and sufficient to be long enough for outcomes to occur?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was follow up complete, and if not, were the reasons to loss to follow up described and explored?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were strategies to address incomplete follow up utilized?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was appropriate statistical analysis used?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Critical appraisal for qualitative study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Griffin et al., 2012</th>
<th>Patel et al., 2017</th>
<th>Noorani et al., 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is there congruity between the stated philosophical perspective and the research methodology?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there congruity between the research methodology and the research question or objectives?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there congruity between the research methodology and the methods used to collect data?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there congruity between the research methodology and the representation and analysis of data?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there congruity between the research methodology and the interpretation of results?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a statement locating the researcher culturally or theoretically?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the influence of the researcher on the research, and vice-versa, addressed?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are participants, and their voices, adequately represented?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the research ethical according to current criteria or, for recent studies, and is there evidence of ethical approval by an appropriate body?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the conclusions drawn in the research report flow from the analysis, or interpretation, of the data?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 3. Critical appraisal for cross sectional study</td>
<td>Saleh et al., 2018</td>
<td>Dimitriou et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the criteria for inclusion in the sample clearly defined?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the study subjects and the setting described in detail?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was the exposure measured in a valid and reliable way?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were objective, standard criteria used for measurement of the condition?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were confounding factors identified?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were strategies to deal with confounding factors stated?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the outcomes measured in a valid and reliable way?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was appropriate statistical analysis used?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Literature search, selection, and inclusion flowchart
ambulance crashes: intersection, turns, other vehicle
carelessness, ambulance operator carelessness,
road conditions, and traffic regulation violations. In
a study conducted by Kahn, Kuhn, and Pirallo,\textsuperscript{16} the
most influential factors in ambulance crashes are
intersections, turns and other driver carelessness.
Meanwhile, a study conducted by Custalow and
Gravitz,\textsuperscript{17} said that violations of traffic lights,
intersections, and other drivers’ carelessness due to
alcohol are the main factors of ambulance crashes.
Intersection, turns, and collisions at traffic lights are
also a major factor in ambulance crashes in studies
conducted by Ray and Kupas.\textsuperscript{18} Ray and Kupas\textsuperscript{19}
also conducted a study which stated that accidents
in urban areas were mostly caused by turns,
intersections, and carelessness from ambulance
operators, while in rural areas many were caused
by road conditions. Moreover, intersection, road
condition, and ambulance operator carelessness are
the main causes of accidents in a study conducted
by Sanddal, Sanddal, Ward, and Satanley.\textsuperscript{20} Figure 3
below illustrates factors causing ambulance crash
which is dominated by intersection crashes (5
studies, 100%).

4. Discussion

4.1 Factor of Ambulance Delay

Two of the three studies that calculated the delay
time interval showed the highest delay time in traffic
jams. The study conducted by Griffin\textsuperscript{13} showed that
the average traffic jam caused an ambulance delay
of 10 minutes and a study conducted by Lam\textsuperscript{12} gave
the result that a dense traffic condition caused an
ambulance delay of 12.98 minutes longer than rare
traffic conditions. Two studies using qualitative
methods showed that almost all respondents agreed
that traffic conditions were the main contributor
to ambulance delays. The respondents also gave
the main problem of traffic conditions in the
form of vehicle density, poor knowledge of traffic
rules, and distance. Two studies that counted the
number of ambulance delay cases also showed that
traffic congestion was a major influence on traffic
conditions. Hence, from the literature we find that
traffic conditions are the main cause of ambulance
delay.

4.2 Factor of Ambulance Crash

Based on the journals obtained, the intersection was
the main cause of the ambulance crash. Ambulance
routes with multiple intersections increase the risk of
ambulance accidents. Intersections are considered
a dangerous site for ambulances and intersections
have been used several times as intervention point
by police agencies.\textsuperscript{16} Intersections are also the place
where ambulance crashes cause the most trauma
to ambulance passengers. Ambulance drivers
are required to pass the intersection with high
vigilance by slowing down the speed of the vehicle
to ensure that traffic is safe to pass and making
eye contact with other drivers before crossing the
intersection.\textsuperscript{17} Ambulance crashes often occur at
four-way intersections. An increase in the incidence
of ambulance collisions at intersections was recorded
in those with traffic signals.\textsuperscript{18} Ambulance crashes
that occur at the intersection often occur in urban
areas.\textsuperscript{19} From the facts obtained from the literature,
the results support that intersections are the main
factor of ambulance crashes.

Ambulance crashes cause a slowing of patient
delivery and have the potential to worsen and
endanger the condition of patients, ambulance
officers, and other drivers.\textsuperscript{21} The existence of an
ambulance crash will cause additional victims who
need to be treated and will aggravate the patient’s
condition compared to before the ambulance
 crash occurred. This will require additional medical
personnel both to bring them to health facilities and
to handle them.

4.3 The Correlation Between the Factors of
Ambulance Delay and Ambulance Crash

Ambulance response time and ambulance safety to
deliver patients in order to get treatment as soon
as possible is one of the key indicators of trauma
management.\textsuperscript{12} Increasing the number of vehicles
has an impact on increasing traffic density. The rapid
growth in the number of vehicles in developing
countries further increases the risk of ambulance
delays and ambulance crashes either to pick up or
deliver patients to the nearest health facility.\textsuperscript{4}

Based on results of this study, the most important
factor causing ambulance delays is traffic congestion
Factors of ambulance delay and crash

4.4 Comparison to Related Studies

There were two literature reviews collected about the factors that cause ambulance crashes and one systemic review about the factors that cause ambulance accidents. The literature review by Hongwei and his friends, reviewed a wide field of literature related to the factors that cause emergency vehicle accidents, and reported risk factors, control measures, and knowledge gaps relevant to emergency vehicle accidents. Emergency vehicles are at risk between emergency response and returning from a call, due to disruption in driving emergency vehicles, driver assistance technology in
vehicles, and vehicle red lights running on and off.

The literature review by Sanddal and his friends\textsuperscript{23} stated that ambulance crashes occur with greater frequency and severity than crashes involving vehicles of similar size and weight characteristics. Crashes in rural areas tend to be more severe in terms of injury or death to vehicle occupants. An annotated bibliography is followed by a discussion and conclusion that identify opportunities for prevention activities in the areas of education, enforcement, and engineering.

The systemic review by Li and his friends\textsuperscript{24} found that many researchers have investigated areas of emergency department crowding and ambulance diversion; however, research focused solely on the ambulance offload delay problem is limited. A common theme found throughout the reviewed articles was that this problem includes clinical, operational, and administrative perspectives, and therefore must be addressed in a system-wide manner to be mitigated.

Furthermore, the authors found that there is no individual study that assessed both ambulance delay and ambulance crash factors. Likewise, there is no literature that connects the factor of ambulance delay with the factor of ambulance crash.

5. Conclusion

This review suggests that traffic conditions are the main factor causing ambulance delays, while the intersection is the main factor causing ambulance crashes. Traffic conditions and intersections have a close relationship, where most traffic congestion occurs at the intersection. Intersections cause a significant impact on ambulance crashes and ambulance delays. Therefore, there is a demand for a strategic solution to reduce the adverse effects of the intersection on ambulances. The authors suggest to modify the traffic pattern using additional ambulance caution signal lamps at congested intersection and examine the impact on the community. Further studies on the effectiveness of traffic modification and interventions to mitigate ambulance crashes and delays should be performed.
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